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ISTANBUL AIRPORT ATTACK

Suspected IS suicide
bombers kill dozens

Cirak Tesfazgi was killed
Monday in Santa Rosa.

Stabbing
victim’s
killer still
at large
Family, friends mourn
man known for poetry
who suffered 50 wounds
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Turkish emergency and rescue services gather Tuesday night outside Istanbul’s Ataturk Airport after explosions rocked the transit hub, killing
about 36 people and wounding more than 140 others, officials said.

Officials say attackers opened fire before blowing themselves up
By ZEYNEP BILGINSOY
AND SUZAN FRASER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ISTANBUL — Suicide attackers killed dozens and wounded
more than 140 at Istanbul’s busy
Ataturk Airport, as Turkish officials blamed Tuesday’s massacre at the international terminal
on three suspected Islamic State
group militants.
Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim said 36 were dead as
well as the three suicide bombers. Justice Minister Bekir
Bozdag said 147 were wounded.
Another senior government
official told the Associated Press
the death toll could climb much
higher. The senior official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity in line with government
protocol, at first said close to
50 people had already died, but
later said that the figure was expected to rise to close to 50.

Hundreds of frightened passengers streamed out of the
airport, fleeing the latest of several bombings to strike Turkey
in recent months. The attacks
on a key partner in the U.S.-led
coalition against IS and a NATO
member have increased in
scale and frequency. They have
scared off tourists and hurt the
Turkish economy, which relies
heavily on tourism.
Hevin Zini, 12, had just arrived from Duesseldorf, Germany, with her family and was in
tears from the shock.
“There was blood on the
ground,” she told the Associated
Press. “Everything was blown
up to bits ... if we had arrived
two minutes earlier, it could
have been us.”
Yildirim, speaking to reporters at the airport, said all initial
indications suggested the IslamTURN TO ISTANBUL » PAGE A8

Poll: Unclear
outlook on SR
tax measures
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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People gather at the entrance to Istanbul’s Ataturk Airport early
today. A Turkish official said attackers detonated explosives at a
terminal entrance before entering a security checkpoint.

ATTACK AT ISTANBUL’S ATATURK AIRPORT
■ At least 36 are dead, as well as
3 suicide bombers; 147 wounded

By RAPHAEL SATTER
AND PHILIPPA LAW
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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By KEVIN McCALLUM

■ 11th busiest airport in the world in
2015, with 61.8 million passengers

Taunts, threats follow British exit vote

A man wearing an anti-immigration T-shirt passes by an Armed Forces
Day Parade on Saturday in Romford, England.

Cirak Tesfazgi appeared to have
set up camp around midnight
Monday morning in a downtown
Santa Rosa doorway alcove.
Although he often slept on
the street, Tesfazgi, 32, was not
without a home. He had a key to
his mother’s apartment above
Sam’s Market on Humboldt
Street in the Santa Rosa Junior
College neighborhood, less than
a mile away.
A college graduate with a love
of poetry, for years a fixture at
downtown cafes, a first-generation American whose wide
smile was readily recognized
by strangers, Tesfazgi suffered
more than 50 stab wounds early
Monday morning, likely caused
by a bent chef’s knife police
found on the ground near the
alcove at 418 Riley St.

LONDON — Turkish tourists
are heckled in the heart of London. An Eastern European family in Rugby finds dog excrement
shoved through its mailbox. A
Polish teenager in Gloucestershire is taunted with threats of
deportation at her high school.
In the aftermath of the
June 23 vote to leave the European Union, Britain has seen a
surge in xenophobia expressed
in taunts, threats and worse. For
many, foreign- and native-born,
the U.K. has suddenly become a
much scarier place.

Saturday, July 2 nd

INSIDE
■ European leaders unwilling to allow
Britain to keep EU trade perks / B4
■ U.S. stocks rebound as investors
welcome economic reports / B8
“Before Friday we lived in
a tolerant society,” said Oana
Gorcea, a 32-year-old Romanian
who has been in Britain since
she was a teenager. “I’ve been
here 13 years, but I’ve never felt
like I had to hide where I came
from. But from Friday, things
completely changed.”
Gorcea, who works for a multinational company in Rugby,
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Santa Rosa voters likely would
support extending the quarter-cent sales tax passed in 2010
to boost the city’s post-recession
budget, but they are less inclined
to change another tax that props
up police and fire departments
— at the expense of other city services, according to some critics.
Those are the key findings of
detailed polling commissioned
by the city recently in an effort
to gauge the electorate’s appetite for local tax measures in the
coming years.
It means voters this fall will
likely be asked to extend the first
tax, Measure P, now set to expire
in 2018. But whether that is paired
TURN TO TAX » PAGE A2

INSIDE
FIREWORKS SALES: As
July Fourth approaches,
buyers in parts of county
head out to find ‘safe and
sane’ pyrotechnics / A3
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